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INTRODUCTION

DESCARTES'S COW AND OTHER DOMESTICATIONS OF THE VISUAL

ROBERT S. NELSON

Could a greater miracle take place than for us to look through each other's eyes for an instant? We should live in all the ages of the world in an hour; ay, in all the worlds of the ages. History, Poetry, Mythology! - I know of no reading of another's experience so startling and informing as this would be.

Henry David Thoreau, Walden

Michael Baxandall has summarized the basic physics and physiology of vision with admirable conciseness:

An object reflects a pattern of light on to the eye. The light enters the eye through the pupil, is gathered by the lens, and thrown on the screen at the back of the eye, the retina. On the retina is a network of nerve fibers which pass the light through a system of cells to several millions of receptors, the cones. The cones are sensitive both to light and to colour, and they respond by carrying information about light and colour to the brain.

This is our understanding of vision, where "our" refers to people with a basic scientific education of the late twentieth century. We accept these principles as true and assume that every person sees and saw this way. Differences in what two people see are thus credited to a differing interpretation in the brain and/or deficiencies in visual physiology. When defective vision is discovered in our world, as, for example, upon taking a test for a driving license, it is promptly corrected, in this case to a standard mandated by the state. And any parent, being informed that his or her child did not see "correctly" would have glasses ordered immediately.

Yet even our society, controlling as it is of the senses, makes little attempt, or is not able, to regulate other aspects of vision, for example, color perception. In other places and times, there was little agreement over what constituted normal vision, much less on the concept of normative vision, the basic mechanics of seeing, or even the notion that vision might be mechanical. Vision or its lack might instead be
an ethical, a moral, theological, and even political issue. For example, in Byzantium, but not Russia, blinding was the punishment for failed usurpers, as well as thieves, heretics, and magicians. Losing one’s sight for these reasons was a visible expression of lowered or negative social status, and conversely, regaining sight, as in the case of the representation of Christ’s healing of the blind, could signify the transition to the light of faith. In this case, we have quickly entered the complex, untidy world of actual people and societies and have moved far from that proper, logical, possibly comfortable, ostensibly stable and orderly, and, of course, unambiguously correct vision described by Michael Baxandall. In the periods covered in our volume, vision often implies visionary experiences and the problem of seeing God, but whereas religion plays a prominent role here, we are more interested in the actual phenomenology of seeing in religious, as well as other, contexts.

Perhaps by analogy with the distinction between sex and sexuality, scholars have lately distinguished a visual that is natural from that which is social. They call the former vision and the latter visuality. And although the concepts are not without problems of their own, not the least of which is the impossibility of accounting for human visual experience by only two categories, they are useful nonetheless. As Hal Foster put it nicely, “[T]he difference between [vision and visuality] signals a difference within the visual – between the mechanism of sight and its historical techniques, between the datum of vision and its discursive determinations – a difference, many differences, among how we see, how we are able, allowed or made to see, and how we see this seeing or the unseen therein.”

A more parochial way of recognizing this difference is that vision is primarily the domain of science and the history of science, whereas visuality belongs to the humanities or social sciences because its effects, contexts, values, and intentions are socially constructed. These are to be found in diverse sources: literary, religious, political, philosophical, and, it should be emphasized, artistic. A generation ago, the distinction between the humanities and science, C. P. Snow’s “two cultures,” was thought to be great and growing, but today that divide shows signs of weakening, although hardly disappearing, to judge from the volume compiled by Caroline A. Jones and Peter Galison about art and science. The current interest in visuality is another sign of the same phenomenon.

Attending to visuality helps avoid judgments that are essentializing and narrowly disciplinary and encourages the blurring of current intellectual boundaries. When we encounter visual practices and theories of vision different from ours, we may at first regard them as simply wrong, or we may write them into our histories of science as primitive or as a sign of an earlier stage in the progressive evolution to the orthodoxy of the present. The projection of unexamined assumptions of normality or universality can flatten, obscure, and even destroy delicate vestiges of prior practices. The past thereby becomes a mirror of the present. Both the history of science and the history of art are prone to teleology and presentism.

Visuality also mitigates another potential problem. We might be tempted to take as our ideal the suspension of our sensory preconceptions and the adoption of a past
visuality, a quest suggested by the subtitle of our book and a dream announced by Thoreau in the epigraph. That dream is impossible, of course, even if it forever fuels the entertainment industry. Our knowledge of the Other is always mediated by many factors, not the least the conceptual language we use and apply to other cultures. However, this does not imply that partial knowledge of the perceptions of others cannot be gained. Hermeneutics as a practice and anthropology as a discipline are predicated on this possibility. By negotiating between present and past, us and them, we can better understand both. Our brush with alterity may inform or even transform us, and, as Foucault put it, it may be a necessary condition for work at all.

Thoreau’s romantic dream of seeing through the eyes of others, one hallmark of a certain modern visuality, had actually been attempted about two centuries earlier by René Descartes. This period, the Renaissance broadly conceived or the early modern era, forms a cultural, historical, and conceptual limit to our studies, which fall either before or outside the scientific revolution. Declaring a precise border or division to a phenomenon like visuality, however, is fraught with difficulties, since its history in the West from antiquity to the present is characterized more by continuity than discontinuity. To describe that “longue durée” properly, one would have to construct an intricate web of plots and subplots. Nevertheless, if one has pondered vision in antiquity or the Middle Ages for some time, reading Descartes’s optical treatise, La Dioptrique, of 1637 puts one in a different world. No artist, poet, philosopher, or theologian of previous epochs would have thought it relevant, as Descartes did, to look through the eye of a dead cow, nor would those prior sages have considered it proper to write about the experience in a formal treatise. For Descartes, the discussion of a cow’s eye is a means of demonstrating retinal images. This phenomenon he explained by means of the camera obscura, which was to remain the principal model and metaphor for vision until the late eighteenth century. To use such a mechanism, the observer stood in a dark room – the camera – in which a single hole, covered by a lens, emitted daylight. The resulting image was captured on a white sheet placed at the appropriate distance from the aperture.

Following the lead of the astronomer Johannes Kepler, Descartes argued that images were formed in the same manner at the back of the human eye. Proof would be forthcoming, he suggested, if one replaced the lens of the camera obscura with “the eye of a newly dead person (or failing that, the eye of an ox or some other large animal).” The latter eye was to be prepared by cutting away its backside and replacing it with “some white body thin enough to let light pass through (e.g. a piece of paper or an egg-shell).” Then the lens of the camera obscura is replaced with this specially prepared eye, thereby enabling the observer to see through the organic lens, as illustrated in Descartes’s treatise (Fig. 1). “Now, when you have seen this picture in the eye of a dead animal, and considered its causes, you cannot doubt that a quite similar picture is formed in the eye of a living person.” From the retina, the pictures are said to pass onto the brain. Thus it is the brain and the soul, not the eye, that produce cognition.
In Descartes’s experiment, the eye that secures the proof of theory, whether human or bovine, is dead. The observer’s eye is similarly disembodied, for Descartes treats the eye as an unfeeling machine, a viewing apparatus. In general, early modern and modern descriptions of vision lack human agency. Consequently, the rhetoric of such texts favors the passive voice, and this is what Descartes shares with Baxandall and with the rhetoric of science more broadly. In contrast, ancient and medieval writing about vision is more active, for seeing itself was performative. Seeing was doing, and hence the fear that someone could bewitch by a glance and the transformative effects upon a pilgrim of viewing a holy site or person and a believer of praying to an icon by voice and sight. In the eleventh century, the Byzantine polymath Michael Psellos put it very simply: “Man both experiences and produces many effects through his eyes.”

For viewers of religious images in the Middle Ages and before, seeing was connective and embodied. At different points and places in the early modern period, the eye shifted from being a gateway to the soul to being an instrument like the camera obscura or Descartes’s experimental apparatus.

By one school of ancient and medieval thought, vision was the result of something leaving the eye and traveling to the thing seen and back to the eye, the theory of extramission. The opposite was intromission by which the visual rays pass from the object seen to the eyes. These theories have implications for the relation of the
observer to the observed. Extramission implies that vision is active and motivated and that it causes subject and object to have direct physical contact. Intromission is more passive, but all vision in antiquity and the Middle Ages was comparatively active. For example, although Aristotle argued for something like intromission, the orthodoxy of our day, he was not a modern scientist. Aristotle was only interested in the eye as a living being and as integral with the body and soul. A painted eye was an eye in name only, because vision was absent. Or again, “if [an eye] is without bodily power, it shares only the name, like a dead man or a stone figure of a man.” The contrast with Descartes’s interest in the eyes of dead cows and people is telling.

From the time of ancient Greek philosophers and well into the Middle Ages, both intromission and extramission had their supporters. Extramission, for example, was endorsed by no less than Euclid and Plato. The first decisive arguments against extramission and in favor of intromission came from the Arab writer Ibn al-Haytham (965–1039), who has been described as “the most significant figure in the history of optics between antiquity and the seventeenth century.” In the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, his work was translated into Latin under the name Alhazen and extended, popularized, and synthesized with other treatises by Roger Bacon, John Pecham, and Witelo later in the thirteenth century. From this period, consequently, intromission begins to prevail in the learned discourses about vision in western Europe, which is to say, some, but not all, discussions of seeing. As I discuss in my essay in this book, Byzantium remained outside these developments. There, both theories were operative in technical discourses, although extramission appears to have been more favored generally. The situation is China needs much further investigation, but from an early date, intromission apparently was the norm.

During the Renaissance, systems of visions that were either chronologically prior or geographically distant from us were rendered forever foreign by new knowledge about optics and anatomy. First came the widespread adoption of perspective, a technique popularized by Leon-Battista Alberti in his De pictura of 1435. In this system of graphic representation, the picture was understood to be a plane between the observer and the observed. Pictorial space lay behind this plane, as if seen through a window. Perspective, which we associate with fifteenth-century Italy, actually relied upon the work of Ibn al-Haytham and his medieval Latin followers. For historians of optics, therefore, the perspective studies of Alberti and his contemporaries are late and derivative, but for art history and for the creation and sustenance of a characteristically European visuality, they are seminal, in part because more is involved here than optics.

One consequence of the gradual adoption of perspective as a means and metaphor for vision was a distancing of the viewer from the viewed, and hence subjects from objects. But Alberti himself did not decisively reject medieval senses of vision. For him, visual rays, “ministers of vision,” extend between the eye and the object and “move rapidly with great power and remarkable subtlety, penetrating the rare and
transparent bodies until they encounter something dense or opaque where their points strike and instantly stick.” Properly acknowledging his reading, Alberti notes that “among the ancients there was considerable dispute as to whether these rays emerge from the surface or from the eye,” a debate he considers irrelevant. What looks to the past, not the future, is his notion of the tangibility of these rays. They are “like extended very fine threads gathered tightly in a bunch at one end, going back together inside the eye where lies the sense of sight.”25 This is the language of contact, because the observer’s eye is still intimately connected with the world.

For scientific discourses, what severed this liaison—dangerous, erotic, spiritual, or otherwise—was the work of first Kepler and then Descartes. Although Kepler was well read among the Latin perspectivists, he did more than perpetuate tradition. A mathematician, rather than an anatomist, Kepler clarified the mechanism of the eye’s lens and explained the convergence of the image, upside down, on the retina. This discovery, endorsed by Descartes a few decades later, has been termed the “first thorough and successful solution of an important physiological problem to be made in modern times,” and comparable to Harvey’s subsequent discovery of the circulation of the blood.26 This claim, of course, depends upon the definition of modernity, but one relevant aspect ought surely to be the distinction that grows in the seventeenth century between nature and culture or society.27 In Kepler’s case, what his work did was to sever the physiological from the psychological aspects of seeing. Regarding the eye as merely a visual apparatus, he left it to the “natural philosophers” to explore what happened to the retinal image afterward in the brain or soul.28

At this stage, the act of seeing, as least in scientific circles, is on the way to becoming neutral, abstract, and positivistic.29 It has become part of a fundamental shift toward quantification in European culture,30 and perspective joins vision and light in being linked with knowledge and truth.31 Kepler considered that vision “follows the action of illumination in manner and proportion.” This sensation (passio) is the opposite and the result of action (actio).32 Some scholastics had earlier argued that the sensation was passive,33 but Kepler’s discovery of the retinal image and the concomitant removal of the eye from any role in judgment or discernment was decisive. This bifurcation into physiology or psychology begins a process that leads to our modern understanding of seeing. Both Kepler and Descartes regarded the eye as a machine, and their work was predicated on previous investigations of the camera obscura and lenses. Concurrent with his work on vision, Kepler wrote the following about astronomy: “My aim in this is to show that the celestial machine is to be likened not to a kind of divine living being but rather to a clock-work.”34 The analogy, of course, depends upon the by-then widespread use of clocks that had affected many aspect of European culture.35 Kepler’s understanding of the eye as similarly dead and mechanical may be contrasted with the aforementioned position of Aristotle and with the visualities described in our book. What is at issue here are notions of subject/object and mind/body that are fundamentally different from those in the Middle Ages.36
For Descartes, "[l]t is the soul that sees, and not the eye; and it does not see directly, but only by means of the brain." Although Descartes was surely interested in vision - he wrote a whole book on the subject - Merleau-Ponty and others have justly argued that in the last analysis, Descartes undermined vision in his other philosophical writings. By transferring, to the brain, properties heretofore accorded to the eye and vision, Descartes broadened the breach between the mind and the body. He considered that intelligence was to the senses as a good artist was to a bad, or a master painter to an apprentice, whose initial design was deeply flawed. This denigration of vision in France is such a powerful theme in the history of ideas that its explication requires the massive book of Martin Jay. Descartes's concern here and elsewhere with problems of representation may be understood as an example of what Michel Foucault regarded as an epistemic rupture, the change from medieval resemblance to early modern representation.

Cartesianism engendered and participated in that process of abstraction and purification described by the recent study of Bruno Latour. For him, modernity is the birth of the human, but also the nonhuman, in the sense of a nature objectified and devoid of humanity, even though it is humans that view it, study, and live in it. The dichotomy is illusory. According to Latour, today we are paradoxically entering a nonmodern world, which we never really left. For her part, Teresa Brennan is reminded of extramission by those modern visualities that are strongly motivated. Cartesian vision and cognition and their consequences for subjectivity and objectivity have led to sustained critiques by modern philosophers, the topic of a book by Richard Rorty. In rejecting the metaphors and mechanics of early modern visuality, what Rorty seeks instead are different notions of subject/object and a philosophy that "edifies."

Others have explored further consequences of early modern and modern visuality. Svetlana Alpers has called attention to the deanthropomorphization and passivity of this visuality and its effect on seventeenth-century art. Thomas Kaufmann has studied the Kunstkammer and the impact of the telescope at the court of Rudolf II in Prague, and Regina Stefaniak has pondered feminine subjectivity and visuality in Renaissance Italy. The effects of imagining theories and techniques on the understanding of the body are among the many subjects of Barbara Stafford's book about the Enlightenment, and for literature, Jean Starobinski's study of Rousseau introduces the power and consequence of the gaze of the period. Joel Snyder has considered what it means for vision to be understood as pictorial, another hallmark of modernity, and something else not to be assumed for earlier centuries. The technologies of vision from the early production of lenses to the more complex apparatuses of later centuries have long been a subject of scholarly inquiry, although what is relevant here are those discussions that relate this history to a modern subjectivity.

Recent volumes of essays, edited by Beate Allert and by Teresa Brennan and Martin Jay, contain a number of papers relevant to a history of modern visuality. Here, many of the most challenging issues derive from the work of the French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan and have resulted in a bewildering array of distinctions.
about seeing itself - the gaze, the glance, the look, the eye, and so on - that respond to and are created by new technologies of the visual. For Lacan, seeing and being seen are means of engaging the world, constituting the self, and fulfilling desires. His work belongs to a rich nexus of theories that binds together Freud, the Surrealists, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre, which have had a significant impact on psychology, literature, and film studies. These studies have much to contribute to the understanding of our world, and Jay is correct in declaring that ours is a “visuality after Lacan.”

Yet, at the same time, Lacan’s relevance for past and distant cultures is far from clear. In part, Lacan - and psychoanalysis more generally - rely upon culturally specific notions of the self and subjectivity that are modern and Euro-American and which were being formed during the same early modern period that is crucial for the genesis of modern vision and science.

Because of the evident power - conceptual, social, and economic - of what Martin Jay calls the “ancien scopic régime” of “Cartesian perspectivalism,” it and its larger contexts have attracted numerous critiques. For Merleau-Ponty, science in general succeeds only by its reductionism. It “manipulates things and gives up living in them.” In general, he wants to reconsider the old Cartesian formulation of subject/object: “[T]he relation between what I see and who I see is not one of immediate or frontal contradiction; the things attract my look, my gaze caresses the things, it espouses their contours and their reliefs, between it and them we catch sight of complexity.” At first, vision is simple, something all sighted persons experience daily. “But . . . if we ask ourselves what is this we, what seeing is, and what thing or world is [and if we ponder what it means to ask ourselves something], we enter into a labyrinth of difficulties and contradictions.”

Modern writers have, therefore, attacked the isolation and objectivity of vision from the camp of visuality itself, a process similar to those wars, cultural or otherwise, that beset the contemporary academy. But the problem with such formulations of the matter is that they replicate the old dyad of nature/culture or body/mind. That distinction is not easily maintained logically, the brain being part of the body, or in the presence of other studies, such as James Elkins’s imaginative book, *The Object Stares Back*. With lightness of touch and reference to a wide range of evidence and scholarship, Elkins explains that seeing is motivated by both the seer and the seen and at times directed by needs beyond the conscious awareness of the subject. Still, every viewer belongs to a society and subscribes in varying degrees to the bodily conventions and practices of that society. In this sense, visual-
ity is similar to sexuality. Both pertain to natural and universal human acts, but both are also learned, socially controlled, and organized, and therefore domesticated. Like art, religion, or common sense, visuality is what Geertz terms a “cultural system,” and thus capable of analysis locally and with whatever degree of “thick description” the evidence permits.

In sum, what I have suggested in this rapid, reductive “overview” of Western visuality is that major changes occur in the Renaissance that lead to the possibility of modernity and to modernity’s ability to create the “omniscient” (from Latin, all-knowing) “panorama” (eighteenth-century neologism of Greek, view of all) offered by the preceding “survey” (from the French, “to look over”). All of this we today contest, beginning, most emphatically, with the word omniscient. My goal here is neither to pronounce upon nor to define something so problematic as “Western vision.” Rather, as a medievalist, I have sought to call attention to certain aspects of modern seeing, so as to set off what I take to be the differing systems of societies that are prior to and/or distant from early modern Europe. Yet as I present the past as Other, I also want to argue the opposite, namely that these other systems do have correspondences in our world, but only in the cracks and at the margins of “Cartesian perspectivalism” and the concomitant mechanistic understanding of the human body. The visualities that my colleagues describe on the following pages are and are not strange and different from us. Of course, people in those societies, whether Buddhist monks or early Christian pilgrims, did not understand light waves or retinal images, and they did not share the empirical epistemology of Descartes and Kepler. But they also grappled with the issues of power and ethics, including the consequences of gendered vision.

Moreover, it should not be assumed for past or present that the history of optics or the prevailing scientific consensus is identical to, or can take the place of, the visual mentalities of larger populations. Indeed, Gerald Winer, a professor of psychology at Ohio State, and his colleagues have lately demonstrated that a significant proportion of educated Americans believe in extramission, the very theory that Kepler, Descartes and a host of scientists supposedly demolished centuries ago. But this is not altogether surprising because older paradigms of vision often linger or are invented anew long after scholarly attention has shifted elsewhere. For example, in a study of the public viewing of the Shroud of Turin during the seventeenth century, John Bel- dow Scott demonstrated the continuation of Scholastic theories of vision. Even among scientists of the Enlightenment, vestiges of extramission still remained, especially in regard to belief in hypnotism or mesmerism (after F. A. Mesmer, d. 1815). Moreover, the worldwide acknowledgment of the powers of the Evil Eye, a common belief in antiquity and the Middle Ages, is yet another indication that neither modernity nor its gaze are as hegemonic as sometimes assumed.

The ancient, medieval, Asian, and African visualities that we discuss have the virtue of being removed from the discoveries, inferences, and claims that characterize the modern Western tradition, which many seek to change, supplant, or leave. Norman Bryson has called for a gaze in an “expanded field,” and John Onians...
aspire to a global history of seeing. In terms of chronology and geography, our book is as expansive as we could make it. In the best of all possible worlds, we would have chapters on pre-Columbian America, India, medieval Islam, the many tribal societies of the world, and the emerging discourse of the anthropology of the senses. But we do offer accounts that range temporally from the third millennium B.C. to the fifteenth century A.D. in Europe or to the present day in Africa, and geographically from China to England. Missing is any discussion of color, but that topic is well served by the broad study of John Gage.

In general, our concern is more with seeing as social formative and productive, and thus with visuality more than vision, but these terms, born of modernity, are less useful for other cultures. Several chapters delve into ancient and medieval science; others make no mention of science. Their combination here raises questions, and it is to be hoped that they will inspire answers and more questions. Because our primary interest is process, not product, our contributions are not necessarily congruent with art history, even if many of us are art historians and we think that our chapters inform that discourse. Consequently, this book and its authors might be considered as yet another example of those hybrids that Latour describes as the product of the gradual demise of modernity's separation of nature and culture and of the disciplinary apparatus that has been erected to control the visual.

Starting at a time and place foreign to many readers, ancient Mesopotamia, Irene Winter (“The Eyes Have It: Votive Statuary, Gilgamesh’s Axe, and Cathedced Viewing in the Ancient Near East”) explores the emotional, spiritual, and political implications of seeing, especially a type of enhanced seeing or admiration. The key Sumerian term has the components of eye and house, implying that domestication (from the Latin domus, house) of the visual has a long history. In this culture, as in many that follow in our book, vision is the “primary path to both religious and aesthetic experience,” anticipating the centrality of seeing that has been considered a hallmark of western culture and that anthropologists now wish to problematize. The staring statues in Chapter 1 are so arresting (see Fig. 4), because bodily form – their great eyes – enable these figures to communicate directly with us across great temporal distance. However, they were made to convey the earnest messages of their donors to the gods before which they once stood and to register physically the greater reciprocal power of the divine gaze upon them.

Working from descriptions of ancient works of art, a popular approach, Jas Elsner (“Between Mimesis and Divine Power: Visuality in the Greco-Roman World”) considers two types of ancient visualities, one naturalist and the other “ritual-centered.” The former, better known because of its later life in the Renaissance, promotes the viewer’s identification with, and even erotic desire for, the depicted. The latter, more religious, leads to the Middle Ages. In some temples, like those of Winter’s Mesopotamia, what counted most was the coming before the direct frontal gaze of the deity. Ritual preparation enabled the worshiper to merge his/her subjectivity with that of the god. This was not the visuality of naturalism by which the viewer, as voyeur, gazed from afar, and hence it was less a visuality of seeing and more of being seen by the cult image, a distinction that again reminds one of Winter’s thesis.
Elsner's two visualities are taken up in the next chapters. The erotic is an important aspect in that of Shadi Bartsch ("The Philosopher as Narcissus: Vision, Sexuality, and Self-Knowledge in Classical Antiquity"). She considers a constellation of topics that are not obviously related. Although the association of "reflection" with thought is well known to us today, the ancient assumption that vision was tactile suggests that this relationship is not as familiar as we might think. Using Ovid's story of Narcissus as her point of departure, Bartsch introduces Greek notions of the erotic vision between the person loving and loved and explores their Roman transformation in Ovid and Seneca. A different social grounding for male–male sexual relationships in Rome necessitated a philosophical reorientation of the dynamics of vision, eros, and philosophy. But vision for the Stoics remained a moral and ethical matter and continued to be linked with knowledge.

Georgia Frank's chapter ("The Pilgrim's Gaze in the Age before Icons") returns to religious vision, but on the other side of the supposedly great divide between antiquity and the Middle Ages or what for the latter was paganism and Christianity. Seen from a later vantage point, what she studies are the precursors to Byzantine iconoclasm, a topic that has concerned historians and especially art historians for decades. Prominent in its lineage is the article by Ernst Kitzinger, "The Cult of Images in the Age before Iconoclasm." As was standard for his day, Kitzinger concentrated on objects and devotional practices and paid little attention to the act of seeing itself. By studying pilgrimages to the Holy Land, Frank, a historian of early Christianity, discovers a visuality that is antecedent to the later icon veneration. For believers, seeing was tactile and a means of participating in what had once taken place at the holy event. As she shows, the distinction between a visual and a tactile piety belongs to modern visuality, not early Christian practice.

Pilgrims walked to the holy places, and in his chapter on Buddhist China, Eugene Wang ("Watching the Steps: Peripatetic Vision in Medieval China") takes seriously this peripatetic vision. There, two modes of meditative visualization prevailed. One involved sitting and gazing afar and mentally walking about a landscape of the mind. These practices find their traces in Chinese painting and poetry. By visually "stepping into the shoes of the [represented] other," the Chinese beholder affects the subject/object distinction. In the second process, the monk's act of walking according to ritualized constraints led to visionary experiences and to the collapsing of time and space. The decorated pagoda, especially its gateway, facilitated these meditations, and Wang concludes, "Seeing is believing only when one is there to see." Both Frank and Wang deal with the emplacement of vision and the power of place/space, issues for recent authors, who call for a more embodied and localized sense of culture. Visuality in medieval China is and is not distinct from that in contemporary Europe, a thesis that Craig Clunas has lately developed for the early modern period, and in another important study of East Asian visuality, Timon Screech has explored the consequences of the introduction of Western vision to Japan.

Like Elsner's chapter, mine ("To Say and to See: Ekphrasis and Vision in Byzantium") works with formal rhetorical texts, known as ekphraseses, and finds examples, direct and indirect, of the continuation of ancient notions of extramission in
medieval Byzantium. There, to judge from the sermon of Patriarch Photios that is my central concern, vision was direct, steady, penetrating, and haptic. If the legitimacy of that culture's codes of viewing can be granted, then its texts and the objects they describe begin to make "sense." Moreover, a resolution can be found to a supposed contradiction that scholars have found in Byzantine reactions to images, when that scholarly "perspective" is also contextualized. What separates the visualities of medieval and modern viewers of Byzantine art, at the most reductive level, is the divide that I have been describing as well as the distinction between resemblance and representation (Foucault) or re-presentation and representation (Latour). Byzantine visuality, not surprisingly, resembles what Winter, Elsner, and Frank have described for the visual relationships between deity and beholder in earlier cultures.

In western Europe of the early and high Middle Ages, Cynthia Hahn ("Visio Dei: Changes in Medieval Visuality") finds religious visuality to be more momentary and glancing, even though extramission prevailed, thanks to the writings of St. Augustine. By the late Middle Ages, she argues, this glance is replaced by a sustaining gaze that lingers on the image, in a way that recalls Byzantine believers or Merleau-Ponty's gaze that "caresses." But like worshipers as far back as ancient Mesopotamia, medieval viewers could also be stunned by the sight of a cross or icon. In a recent essay, she has continued to explore religious viewing.

Michael Camille ("Before the Gaze: The Internal Senses and Late-Medieval Practices of Seeing") considers visuality at the end of the Middle Ages and works between the discourses of art history and the history of science. At that time, the shift to Aristotelian intromission and the incorporation of Arab optics results in the greater importance of the image than the eye. This development Camille connects with the rise of naturalism in Gothic art. In later centuries, it contributes to the varieties of Renaissance painting and the rise of aesthetics, developments explored in detail by David Summers; to disembodied eyes, picturing vision, objectivity, and representation with which I began; and ultimately to a certain marginalization of the visual that is only beginning to be corrected in our world. But in the thirteenth and fourteenth century, that was in the distant future, and late-medieval vision was still fundamental to science, cognition, philosophy, theology, semantics, and epistemology.

The final chapter in our volume, by Allen and Mary Nooter Roberts ("Displaying Secrets: Visual Piety in Senegal"), may seem strange, distant, unconnected with what has come before. However, those first impressions are worth scrutiny themselves, for in part they are the consequence of deeply ingrained patterns of constructing global history and art. The result is marginalization of Asia and Africa. In such histories, Asia begins the grand Western narrative, or is inserted into breaks or pauses in that history, for example, the division between antiquity and the Middle Ages. But Asia never comes at the end, because the culmination of history, the goal of its development, the telos, is always the West, whether Europe or America. The nine chapters of our volume might have been grouped differently, but strict chronology creates interesting juxtapositions and dictates that our book begin in western Asia, consider Chinese Buddhism after early Christianity, and end not where it begins in this introduction with the Renaissance, but in modern Africa.
To the envy of those of us who work on comparatively inaccessible past cultures, the Robertses are able to engage actual, living people and through fieldwork to describe a modern religious visuality that exists within the venerable tradition of Islam and Sufi mysticism. But visuality in modern Senegal is hardly timeless or culturally pure, the usual traits of marginalization. The community in question constitutes itself around the memory and messages of the modern Sufi mystic Amadu Bamba, and it relies upon painted images of him that were based upon a single old photograph of poor quality. But as the Robertses explain, that image now circulates within a religious visuality that interprets it in ways far different from the ubiquitous photographs of our lives. Visuality supplants vision. In Senegal, the vital, active seeing of believers penetrates visual surfaces and reveals inner secrets. Arabic letters are read in faces and images, long a feature of Sufi belief and the basis of a semiology that reappears in a postmodern novel of the Turkish author Orhan Pamuk. Islam in Africa absorbed elements of local beliefs, a process hardly confined to Islam or Africa. As a result, the Robertses are able to use their Senegalese case study to introduce the issue of secrecy— not seeing but also not saying— and briefly to remark on its importance elsewhere in Africa. That this issue, which has parallels in medieval Christianity and before, deserves further work is shown by the exhibition that recently toured brightly lit American museums at the initiative of Susan Vogel and by an earlier show, organized by Mary Nooter Roberts.

Unfortunately not present in our book are the visual traditions of South Asia, a loss, because for Hindus, darśan, the "seeing" of the divine image, is particularly important. As Diana Eck has explained in her useful introduction to Indian visual culture, "we" go to church to worship, whereas Hindus go to temple to see the image of the deity. In that sacred space, eyes are the means of access to the blessings of the deity, which it "gives" and the people "take." The worshiper sees the deity, but the deity also sees the worshiper, a practice that has parallels in ancient Mesopotamia, Greece, or Byzantium. Vision is the means of contact. The dissertation of Woodman Taylor provides access to the devotions of a particular Hindu community. For that group, religious seeing was thoroughly embodied, tactile, gustatory, sexual, and— for all of the above— religious. This is hardly the perspectivalism, mechanization, or objectivity of the elite culture of early modern Europe.

In sum, our volume's "focus" on and "fascination" with the visual is culturally bound. Indeed, these very words derive from either side of the epistemological divide of what might, after Latour, be called the modern and nonmodern, rather than the premodern. "Focus" is Latin, but its modern meanings derive from Renaissance Latin and early modern optics and are credited to Kepler and the very period I have discussed. "Fascination," on the other hand, is etymologically ancient, from the Latin fascinare, "to enchant... by the eyes or the tongue," and presumes extramission. That today we use both words innocently is yet another indication of the intricate temporality of our lives and of our multilayered and not always consistent discourse about the visual.

In our book, we have focused on the visual, but the anthropological study of other cultures raises the question of whether our isolation of the visual from the
other senses, its “focus,” may not be a consequence of the Western systems of classification and processes of abstraction that we have attempted to bracket and move beyond. But the issues probably run much deeper than the epistemic break of the Renaissance. Stephen Tyler has documented something that has scarcely gone unnoticed, namely the fundamental equation of seeing with knowing in Indo-European languages, so that it is almost impossible to write a piece like this without constant recourse to terms and metaphors of visuality, for example, idea, theory, but also concept, notion, abstraction, appearance, and so on. A related phenomenon is the predominance of words dealing with things in European languages. But the hegemony of objects and vision—things seen—to connote knowing is not universal, and Tyler calls attention to the structure of the Dravidian languages of south India. There, verbs of saying or telling more commonly express the notion of thinking instead of, for example, our concept of reflection. Consequently, thoughts in these languages are not nouns. Tyler puts it this way, both explaining and consciously or unconsciously demonstrating the difference from the West: “[S]aying and doing—words and deeds—are far more important than thinking, and this is reflected [emphasis mine] in their linguistic habits.”

Similar issues can be explored by means of an article by Jean-François Billeter about philosophical thought in China. Inspired by Rorty’s critique of visual metaphors in Western philosophy, Billeter notes that in China, expressions of action are the principal way of speaking philosophically. Thus, practice is preferred to reflection, and the Chinese sense of reality involves actions more than it does things or objects. This “position” (thus a Western manner of describing) recalls Tyler’s conclusions, as well as details of the Buddhist practices described in Wang’s chapter.

Thus, one means of achieving a “vision in an expanded field” is to problematize not only “vision” but also what, according to Chinese thought, might be the spatially limited and statically conceived “field.” At this “point,” having tried to render the words I use less “transparent,” I will stop and allow my colleagues their turns. But after each has concluded, I trust that they will permit me to suggest that our book ends without closure and with an unfulfilled desire on the part of its authors—and, we hope, our readers—to learn more about visualities and the subjectivities and societies that support them. The more we have learned, the more we have discovered our ignorance. The process has seemed a bit like that old story, a visual one, of the blind “man” and the elephant. We, of course, might reassure ourselves that we can see and know what an elephant looks like. But do we?

Our project began with a conference at the University of California in Los Angeles in the spring of 1995. That event was supported by the Department of Art History and its Arts Council chair, which I was honored to hold for a term. Ours was a small working group that included five of the authors here (Camille, Frank, Hahn, Nelson, and Wang), as well as two unfortunately not present, Woodman Taylor,
who spoke about India, and Irene Bierman, about Fatimid Egypt. Mary Carruthers, who has written a fundamental book on the related and relevant topic of memory in the Middle Ages, offered a stimulating commentary, as did others present, including Robert Brown, Donald McCallum, Donald Preziosi, and Claudia Rapp of UCLA and Paula Sanders of Rice University. Since that event, Shadi Bartsch, Jaś Elsner, Allen and Mary Nooter Rorty, and Irene Winter have joined the project and extended its “scope.”

Several people have helped in the production of our book. Ann Maire Yasin of the University of Chicago read each essay carefully and did not withhold criticisms of any of us, including her teacher. Cecily Hilsdale also of the University prepared our index. Norman Bryson’s “gaze” from distant Cambridge, Mass., was beneficial to the book and mediated its acceptance into the Cambridge Studies in New Art History and Criticism. Beatrice Rehl further guided it through the Press. Two readers for the Press offered commentary and appreciation, and another, also anonymous, wrote a long, detailed, and useful response for the University of Chicago Press, whose art editor, Susan Bielstein offered wise counsel. Lastly, I want to acknowledge the patience and forbearance of my colleagues in this project. Several wrote and rewrote their chapters some time ago. I am grateful that they have remained committed to the volume and appreciative of how much I have learned from them.
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15 Norman Bryson in his Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1983), 98, put it this way: "So far from being a spatial or temporal point, the viewer of the ecclesiastical image is embodied presence in motion through a circular temporality of text and a choreographic (in the full sense) space of vision. The body does not see itself; the gaze under which it moves is not yet the introjected gaze of the Other, but of God.”
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This point was not lost on Lacan: "I dare to state as a truth that the Freudian field was possible only a certain time after the emergence of the Cartesian subject, insofar as modern science began only after Descartes made his inaugural step" (Four Fundamental Concepts, 47; see also p. 85). On the creation of early modern subjectivity, see Dupré, Modernity, 93–119.
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Merleau-Ponty, "Eye and Mind," in The Visible and the Invisible, ed. Claude Lefort (Evansun, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1968), 14–15. Merleau-Ponty writes further about science: "The true is the objective, is what I have succeeded in determining by measurement, or more generally by the operations that are authorized by the variables or by the entities I have defined relative to an order of facts. Such determinations owe nothing to our contact with the things; they express an effort of approximation that would have no meaning with regard to lived experience, since the lived is to be taken as such and cannot also be considered 'in itself.' Thus science began by excluding all the predicates that come to the things from our encounter with them."
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